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The Possibilities

Virtually ANYTHING!

Manage all of your Building Systems

Asset Tracking and Management

The modern campus and office building have a
wide variety of building management systems
otherwise known as BMS. These software
systems help property managers maintain
HVAC elevators, Power, video security, life
safety, Wi-Fi and lighting controls. Today’s
smart installations consist of integration of all
of these Systems into a single executive
dashboard” from these dashboards managers
and their staff can manage all the systems
remotely from the desktop. This results in a
huge cost savings not only in operational
efficiencies perspective but in energy
reduction as well.

Having access to complete details of your
individual assets is important. Information such as
ownership details, existing user accounts,
software relationships and even non-IT assets can
be tracked, managed, monitored and reviewed
from your desktop. Additional sensor overlay
networks contract even more items both physical
and virtual.

Seamless Access Experience
Today’s consumers are different, everyone
needs to be connected all the times and with
several types of devices. Providing visitors, a
seamless Wi-Fi and cellular connection
throughout the
campus is key to
happy visitors and
happy visitors or
happy customers.
A fully managed
Wi-Fi
system
allows visitors to
access
the
Internet at high speeds throughout the campus
without ever losing the connection. In areas
where cellular service is limited the underlying

Targeted Marketing and Advertising
Targeted electronic marketing and advertising Is
commonplace these days. Have you ever noticed
that when you drove past your favorite shopping
center or walk past your favorite store you would
sometimes get an
email or notification
on the promotion
from the very store
you just passed by?
The
underlying
technology combined
with wi-Fi services and overlay sensors in a typical
smart environment allows building managers and
retail establishments to track customer habits and
movements when on or near the campus. This
opens the door for many revenue opportunities
for property managers and tenants. Detailed
analytics and reporting can show you customer
habits, peak traffic times and trends. Target
marketing based on consumer habits in real-time
being displayed on consumer devices and digital
signage throughout the property can increase
sales tremendously.
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fiber infrastructure and network what easy
support carrier DAS systems.

Secure Managed Environment
Providing your visitors with the comfortable,
safe and inviting place to visit will always result
in more foot traffic. LED lighting sensually
managed can allow property managers to
program lighting to correspond with events,
holidays, seasons and themes. Temperature
control, irrigation, Music and rich media all play
a part in a smart campus. By providing Smart
areas throughout the campus where tenants
and vendors can whole pop up events in a
comfortable and inviting environment can
generate additional revenue streams for
property managers as well as a wonderful
place to visit.
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Outdated & Expensive
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Traditional Campus

Duplicated Infrastructure

Traditional builds for campuses and buildings
typically consisted of either a set of shared core conduits or separate conduits for
each carrier or provider. There would usually be a large amount of copper wire
installed for voice between floors and buildings. Carriers never share cabling and
conduits were typically only shared when owned by the building or campus.
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High Touch by Vendors
The old way of doing things requires
rolling trucks, technicians running cables
and potential for damage to existing
services. An order for internet or phone
service by a tenant typically requires
onsite installation. The installation of
fiber or coax cable between buildings or
floors for a new tenant service order is
typical.

Lengthy Tenant Turnups
High Touch means longer turnup times
for tenants. It can mean a site survey,
engineering and cable installations.
Instant or Fast turnup of communications
services makes your properties more
attractive.
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Doesn’t Scale
Tenants and Vendors come and go but they rarely take
their old cabling and infrastructure with them. With the
constant turning up and down of services, over time
conduits get full, things become a mess and the potential
for critical outages becomes high.

Zero Control
Most contracts with carriers state that they can
install their cabling and equipment to deliver
their services. This over time can easily lead to a
lot of outdated infrastructure. Services are
delivered directly to the tenant space from the
provider over their own cabling. These cables
need to be installed, changed and repaired over
time. Every time a technician needs to pull a
cable through an existing conduit with other
cables and service providers there a potential for
an outage
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03

SMART Campus

Total Control Profit Center

Converged Infrastructure

Total Control

Today Smart buildings have a lot to offer and the
systems that run them require a lot of bandwidth both on
campus and to the internet. Fortunately, most of those
requirements can be converged onto a single fiber
backbone and delivered over a few strands of fiber.
Historically, there would be thousands of copper cables
running all throughout the building. Whenever a vendor
wanted to bring in a new technology, they'd need to run
new cabling.

When designing a converged network environment in a
SMART campus it is recommended to converge all
ingress and egress communication conduits to a single
location. This allows property managers and the
building network operators to manage and control cross
connections between incoming and outgoing carrier
services to the tenants.

However, on a converged network, you remove all of
that underlying messy infrastructure by providing a
managed fiber backbone and IP network that will allow
Building Management Systems Security Systems,
cameras and the hundreds of other systems to ride on the
house network.

This is typically accomplished in a dedicated Meet Me
Room environment; racks of fiber cross patch panels
and electronics enable property managers easily connect
carriers to tenants while maintaining control and
generating revenue at the same time.
This “Control” mitigates the need for carriers and
service providers to install new cabling for every single
installation and every service they're providing.

Low Vendor Intrusion
Removing the need for service providers having to add
additional cable and infrastructure reduces installation
costs for service providers and property managers.
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Fast Tenant Turnups
In the end, customer turn up times are faster and there's less intrusion. Now, the process of turning up a new client is a
matter of either patching one fiber from one rack to another by using an automated, remote managed cross connect
system to complete that from your desktop.

Unlimited Scalability
Offering cross Connect services between the carriers and the tenant not only keeps installations under the control of
the property managers. In addition, they now have created a profit center for themselves.
Reduced infrastructure installation costs and reduced downtime and intrusions from new cabling installations results
in a Cheaper Better and Faster customer turn ups with less maintenance and at a lower cost to the end customer.

Building Control Systems
Programmed and computerized networks of
electronic devices are employed for control and
monitoring of systems such as HVAC, lighting,
security, fire and life safety, and elevators. Known
as building automation systems (BAS) and building
energy management system (BEMS), these
solutions typically aim at optimizing the
performance, start-up, and maintenance of building
systems and greatly increase the interaction of
mechanical subsystems in the building. This leads
to improved occupant comfort, optimum energy
consumption, and cost-effective building operation.
All these can be done remotely or from a
centralized system with a minimum human-in-loop
factor.

Building automation systems (BAS) and building
energy management system (BEMS) vary in
capability and functionality but are all designed to
provide centralized oversight and remote control
over lighting, HVAC, security, fire and life safety,
elevators, water management, and AV technologies.
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Fiber-to-the-Telecom-Enclosure (FTTE) or Zone cabling

With commercial industry relying heavily on
solutions provided by information technology, the
network infrastructure is more critical than ever.
The cost to business for installation and
maintenance is a large investment. Users seeking
data communications network applications can use
a Telecommunication Industry Association (TIA)
standards-based solution: Fiber-to-the- TelecomEnclosure (FTTE) or Zone cabling. The FTTE
architecture extends the fiber optic backbone to
telecom enclosure closer to workstations
throughout a building. The telecom enclosure can
then distribute a flexible topology of mixed media
and power to the devices using copper category
cable, fiber optics, coaxial cable, and A/V cable. As
a result, buildings can benefit from more useable

real estate due to the removal or consolidation of
the telecommunications room on each floor. Also,
there is a 20-30% cost reduction on cabling due to
consolidation and removal of proprietary
networks, improved network performance, single
contractor/integrator vs. several specialists for
disparate systems, and a substantial reduction in
cost and disruption to staff when making changes
within work areas.
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End-users are demanding suitably designed cabling infrastructure, balanced with desired power and
cooling thresholds which are reliable, interoperable, and scalable over time. These challenges arise as
buildings integrate more sophisticated voice, data, and video equipment into applications. By
consolidating/integrating cabling from multiple stand-alone systems, material and labor inputs can be
reduced, thus providing savings in initial construction costs. The following example highlights the
benefits of using structured cabling and a converged physical infrastructure.
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100 Year Network

A Plan for Success

According to Cisco
“Over the last 50 years, businesses have achieved improving levels of productivity and competitive
advantage through the use of communication and computing technology. The enterprise campus network
has evolved over the last 20 years to
become a key element in this
“The Human Network is infrastructure.
business computing and communication
The
interrelated evolution of business and
communications
technology
collaborative interactive
is not slowing, and the environment is
currently
undergoing
and
focused”
another stage of that evolution. The
emerging Human Network,
as it has been termed by the media, illustrates a significant shift in the perception of and the requirements
and demands on the campus network. The Human Network is collaborative, interactive and focused on the
real-time communications of the end-user, whoever that user may be a worker, a customer, a partner,
anyone. The user experience on the network has become the critical determinant of success or failure of
technology systems, whether in private or professional lives. “
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Legacy
system
incompatibility,
outdated information, a lack of
historical data, proprietary system
architectures, and dysfunctional
operating processes are some of the
hurdles which can be resolved by
streaming building control and utility
data into a shared network. This
enables optimum management of
facilities by connecting various silo
systems and applications. The
following examples highlight the
benefits of using a variety of
technologies
for
increased
efficiency, cost savings, and asset
management.
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Improved Security
Isolating and cloaking systems

Secure Network Building
Systems
There are two general security
considerations when designing a
campus network infrastructure.
First, the infrastructure must be
protected from intentional or
accidental attack—ensuring the
availability of the network and
network services. Secondly, the
infrastructure must provide
information about the state of
the network in order to aid in
detection of an ongoing attack.

The individual building
systems are locked down
based on functionality
and by port. All access
between servers, systems
and networks are
controlled.
“So, for example, the
lighting controller can
only talk to the lighting
server. The elevator
controller can only talk to
the elevator server’.”
Segregated Networks

Virtualization capabilities
are not new to the
The security design must provide campus architecture. The
introduction of Virtual
protection for three basic
LANs (VLANs) provided
elements of the infrastructure:
the first virtualization
devices (switches); links; and,
capabilities in the
the control plane.
campus. The ability to
Protecting the Network Devices have one device, a switch,
replace multiple hubs and
bridges while providing
By deploying a private and
distinct forwarding planes
isolated network for all BMS
for each group of users
systems. It’ is simple and fast to
was a major change to
connect and segment any
the campus design.
building controls, over any
network.
Infrastructure Protection

The use of a switched VLAN-based
design has provided for a number of
advantages, increased capacity, isolation
and manageability.
While VLANs provide some flexibility
VLANs do have some limitations. The use
of Virtualized Routing and Forwarding

(VRF) with GRE, 802.1q and MPLS
tagging provides one approach to
extending the configuration flexibility
offered by VLANs across the entire
campus and if required through the
entire network.
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Energy Efficient

Saving Money and the Environment
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Energy Savings

Environmentally Friendly

Typically, energy costs are about 30% of an
office building or complex is total operating
costs, excluding staffing costs, of course,
providing enormous opportunity for building
owners not only to reduce operating costs, but
also to make significant improvements in the
overall environmental performance of
buildings.

Greenhouse Emissions The climate change debate and
its potential impact on building owners has incited action
to reduce GE by using energy efficient technologies and
practices.

Intelligent features of a building such as better
monitoring, and control of energy intensive
systems such as HVAC and lighting can be
measured for optimal performance and
predictive maintenance needs, reducing both
energy usage and operating expense.
By deploying smart technologies building
managers can reduce energy consumption by
up to 35%. However, it is becoming
increasingly common for advanced intelligent
and green buildings to routinely reduce energy
use by 50% over conventional buildings. The
most efficient buildings currently performing
up to 70% better than conventional buildings.
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Operations & Maintenance
Ongoing operating costs represent 50 - 80% of a
building’s total life cycle costs over an estimated 40- year
life span. Therefore, even a modest reduction in lifetime
operating costs can enhance a building’s asset value.
Since building net operating income decreases when
operating costs rise, increasing costs lower the building’s
asset value. Energy Star notes that where an owner
invests in upgraded energy systems and technologies,
these incurred costs can achieve a 20-30% ROI, with
minimal risk.

The Place to Be!

To Shop Work and Play
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Comfort and Productivity
The non-energy benefits of commissioning of SMART buildings and Campuses have a major impact on
building performance and occupant comfort. Since occupant costs command the greater proportion of
building life cycle costs in owner-occupied buildings (as much as 85%), enhancing occupant productivity in
high-performance buildings – often measured through reduced absenteeism – can result in major
operational savings. Due to the relative size of staffing expenses as compared to other operating expenses,
building owners can leverage effective energy management retrofits to produce significant administrative
savings.
Impact on Life Cycle Cost Impact on Image and CSR
A variety of studies have demonstrated productivity benefits in commercial and industrial settings. For
example, according to the U.S. Green Building Council, office worker productivity increases between 2-18%
on average in green buildings. Reduced churn, quicker lease up, and higher re-up rates all work to reduce
operating costs and enhance building asset value, although it is more difficult to empirically measure the
value of these factors.

Occupant Productivity and Comfort

Occupant productivity, especially in owner-occupied buildings, has a significant measurable impact on the
ROI calculation. Given that energy costs represent about 1% of the overall cost of doing business and
investment expenses are about 10%, staffing costs can represent up to 85% of the total cost of doing
business. Any improvement in productivity can therefore have a significant positive financial return.

References
Bright Green Buildings - Association (CABA) at: http://www.caba.org/brightgreen
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